


Secret food tours for the curious...
Imagine being welcomed home in a neighborhood that you've never been to
yet tonight it smells, feels, and tastes like home sweet home.

This is walking, food tour that dives deep into the culture of Seattle by cutting
off the beaten tourist path for a movable feast. 3-stops between appetizer,
entree, and dessert for 9-courses highlighting the flavors make each Seattle
neighborhood unique.

Expect tried and true local favorites, award winners, and hidden gems. Our
dining, concierge will tailor the menu to each guest, tend the time, and the bill
allowing you to dine the way the chef intends.

Progressive Dining



Description Price

PROGRESSIVE DINING

A walking food tour between appetizer, entree, and dessert. Three stops
for a total of 9-courses highlighting the spice and flavor that make each
Seattle neighborhood unique.

$93

BEVERAGE PAIRING

Curated by our sommelier team and paired for the course receive one
glass of wine, beer, cocktail, or non-alcoholic beverage at each location to
complement the meal. (3-glasses)

$34

HOW PROGRESSIVE DINING WORKS...

Description Price

PROGRESSIVE DINING

A walking food tour between appetizer, entree, and dessert. Three stops
for a total of 9-courses highlighting the spice and flavor that make each
Seattle neighborhood unique.

$93

BEVERAGE PAIRING

Curated by our sommelier team and paired for the course receive one
glass of wine, beer, cocktail, or non-alcoholic beverage at each location to
complement the meal. (3-glasses)

$34

Pricing & Summary
Each dinner is custom tailored. The prices listed below reflect the general product pricing
and may vary based on your experience.



Bellevue
Bellevue is the areas 2nd downtown also boasting glassy skyscrapers and headquarters of
companies like Expedia, Microsoft, Concur, and Eddie Bauer. Bellevue has best in class

shopping at the Braevern, modern boutiques to flagship department stores, and of course
some of the areas best undiscovered restaurants. Just a short drive across Lake
Washington, along the longest floating bridge in the world, Bellevue is an international
diners delight boasting some of the best Italian, New American Contemporary, Asian and
fusion restaurants anywhere in the region.

Belltown
Just north of downtown, this neighborhood boasts a mix of bustling bars, eateries, high-
rise condos and trendy dining and shopping spots. Belltown is a neighborhood where
going hungry isn't an option.

Capitol Hill
Global flavors rule this eclectic neighborhood just east of downtown, find a colorful, urban
scene where many streets boast a metropolitan buzz and others emanate a tree-lined,

residential calm. This is the city's LGBTQ hub, but visitors and locals of all sorts flock to
Capitol Hill. Join us as we immerse ourselves in the global flavors that rule this eclectic
neighborhood east of downtown you'll find a colorful, urban scene where many streets
boast a metropolitan buzz.

Columbia City
Columbia City is a diverse area with historic homes and small-town storefronts and an
international mix of restaurants and cafes. Listed as the #10 most desirable neighborhood

in Seattle and we can tell you it is delicious.

Downtown Seattle
For a true taste of the city, there is no better place to start your trip than at the center of
Seattle. This is home to everything rom glassy skyscrapers to historic brick buildings,
modern boutiques to flagship department stores, and of course some of the country's
hottest restaurants. Join us for an authentic taste of the city.



Madison Valley
Madison Valley has long been a destination for anyone in Seattle who wants to enjoy a
picturesque and chic place to spend the day or evening. The whole neighborhood has

reputation of delicious restaurants that has a relaxed yet chic feel.

Pike Place Market
Food-focused travelers will want to wander produce stalls and sample the fruit pieces on
offer, from crisp Washington apples to peaches, depending on the time of year. If you’re
looking to eat al fresco, pair the fresh fruit with specialty cheeses and charcuterie for a
picnic lunch. Stop between tastes at a homegrown Greek yogurt base with a cult following,
or Seattle staple cheese shop for a stadium of its signature Mac and cheese. Don’t be
deterred by the line outside for a piroshki—the Russian pastries (beef and cheese are a
crowd favorite) are worth the wait.

Pioneer Square
This on-trend culinary scene offers something for every craving and culinary desire.
Pioneer Square was the original heart of the city in Seattle's early days. Now more than a

century later, the historic neighborhood is bustling once again with historic brick buildings
and many buzz-worthy restaurants.

Queen Anne
Culture takes center stage in Queen Anne, where any foodie can find a fix among Queen
Anne's diverse eateries, bustling bars, and attraction-heavy Seattle Center. With bustling

bars, restaurants, and attraction-heavy Seattle Center in Lower Queen Anne and historic
houses, quaint shopping streets, and quiet parks high up on a hill in Upper Queen Anne,
this distinct neighborhood has something for everyone.



Contact Us
Reserve today at: www.theprettyfork.com

hi@theprettyfork.com | 206-902-0070
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